
We are proud to announce our latest collections of hospitality furniture
and lighting.

From bean bags to partitions, from sofa sets to planters, we have all your
outdoor needs covered for both your home and your hospitality
establishment.

Rooted in a love for industrial, vintage and Nordic-inspired design
combined with craftsmanship that has respect for nature, Lingonberries
recognizes that a home is more than just a dwelling. The outdoor space
should be no less.





Dividers and partitions allow

you to create new

environments within large

spaces and to give a little

more privacy. These

freestanding structures are

capable of shielding certain

vertical areas, thanks to the

use of greenery, where

visibility is regulated by the

arrangement of plants.



Planters and pots to embellish any
space which can also serve as a
screen.

Dividers for restaurants and bars, for privacy and

boundaries which can also incorporate planters. A solution

to separate the passage way from the seating areas. These

vertical structures create a nice combination of green and

shelter in the open space. They are also suitable for

indoors.



Pusku Pusku bean
bags are created with
precision for details
and from quality
fabrics.

We offer a choice of
more than 1500
different bean bags
created for modern
people who seek new
designs and
uniqueness.



Branded bean bags and other seats

Would you like to have your bean bags personalized to be noticed in
events, festivals, beaches and other public places? We have the
solution for you!
Have your bean bags printed with your own brand design.







Create an easily removable installation with LUMET, our
customisable IP44-rated string lighting system. You will be able to choose
the color and length of the cable, as well as the number and position of
the components to create a lighting garland to your personal taste.

Create a beautiful and cozy outdoor environment with our outdoor
pendant lampshades. Made of weatherproof fabric with a galvanized
steel frame, they are capable of hanging outdoors regardless of the
weather.

https://www.creative-cables.com/content/31-lumet-system


All of our outdoor solutions are available to purchase, 

but we also offer them on a leasing agreement.

Speak to us for further details.




